Designer Mats & Grids are Balco’s premium approach to entrance floors. Each one is an array of our highly slip-resistant materials, abrasive and carpet, in an aesthetic pattern of color. Recently updated to modern looks, these four styles combine attractive design with tested performance. This dynamic combination of form and function make Designer Mats & Grids the ideal approach to a building’s entrance.

**Mat & Grid**

**Features & Benefits:**

- Engineered to provide maximum slip resistance, even in wet conditions, lowering the liability risk of slips and falls (ADA compliant)

- Built to capture dirt and moisture from foot traffic and trap it below the surface, prolonging the life of the surrounding floor

- Simple maintenance with either roll-up or lift-out sections

- Customizable to fit almost any size and shape

- Indoor or outdoor use

- Made from ECO-friendly materials

### Choose a Model

**Options For Mats:**

- Surface Roll-up Mat (FMS)
- Recessed Roll-up Mat (FMR)

**Options For Grids:**

- Shallow Pit Grid (FG1)
- Deep Pit Grid (FGDP)

- Heavy Duty Low Profile Grid (FGLP)
Choose a Design Pattern

Oxidized Alloy:

Repeating Pattern of:
- Red Stone Abrasive
- Gunmetal Carpet
- Black Granite Carpet

Obscure Fossil:

Repeating Pattern of:
- Graphite Carpet
- Blackout HD Carpet
- Graphite Carpet
- Brown Bark Abrasive

Obsidian:

Repeating Pattern of:
- Black Abrasive
- Black Abrasive
- Ash HD Carpet
- Ash HD Carpet

Ore Mine

Repeating Pattern of:
- Nickel Gray Abrasive
- Gray Quartz HD Carpet
- Nickel Gray Abrasive
- Black Onyx HD Carpet

The Designer Mats & Grids color combinations are high in contrast, consist of trendy gray palettes, and easily match most surrounding environments.

Contact
Your Local Representative To Learn More And Place An Order.

Designer Mats & Grids, part of the Mats & Grids product line. More at balcousa.com/product-category/mats-and-grids
# Customize Your Own Design

Don’t see a design you like? Create a custom pattern to suit your needs.

## CARPET OPTIONS

### STANDARD

Made of nylon yarn with polypropylene backing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ash</th>
<th>Black Granite</th>
<th>Burnt Sierra</th>
<th>Denim</th>
<th>Graphite</th>
<th>Gunmetal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### HEAVY DUTY

Made from polypropylene yarn with polypropylene backing. Subject to upcharge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blackout</th>
<th>Black Onyx</th>
<th>Blue Sapphire</th>
<th>Coffee Bean</th>
<th>Gray Quartz</th>
<th>Imperial Topaz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## ABRASIVE OPTIONS*

Proprietary formula of epoxy and abrasive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Black Rain</th>
<th>Brown Bark</th>
<th>Canyon Tan</th>
<th>Liberty Green</th>
<th>Nickel Gray</th>
<th>Red Stone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Custom designs subject to upcharge. Color chart is for reference only. Contact factory for physical samples, as colors may vary. The colors Gravel Gray, Pineland Green, Rare Earth and Silver Gray have been made obsolete and are no longer available.

*Now with brighter colors!*
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